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Abstract 
van Douwen, E.K.. The shift on the tech-Stone compactification of the integers, Topology and 
its Applications 5 1 ( I993 ) 2 I l-220. 
We consider the dynamical system [G?, 03, where PZ is the tech-Stone compactification of the 
integers and o is the shift. WC prove, among other things, that the depth of [/.LZ. a] is OJ~. thus an- 
swering a question of Williams. 
Kq,,#pords: Dynamical system, depth, /3Z, shift. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54H20. 
1. Introduction 
According to [ 11, a dynamical system is a pair [X, h], where X is a compact 
Hausdorff space and h is an autohomeomorphism, i.e., a homeomorphism from X 
onto itself. If h : X + X is a bijection for some X, then h” is defined for n EL in 
the obvious way: ho= idey and (Vn E Z)[ h”+’ = h 0 h”]. 
The dynamical system we will be considering is [$Z, a], where &Z is the tech- 
§tone compactification of the integers and u is the shift, i.e., the unique 
autohomeomorphism of PH with (Vn E Z)[o( n) = n + 11. Scott Williams has asked 
what the depth (defined below) of [&Z, o] is and whether any dynamical system 
can have depth 20,. We answer these questions by showing that the depth of 
[PH, (T] is wI and that a dynamical system can have depth at most wI. 
As usual, we denote the class of ordinals by On and an ordinal is the set of all 
smaller ordinals. We denote Z - (0) by Z,, and IV - (0) by fV,,. 
For a dynamical system [X, h] and Y c X such that /I[ Y) = Y, we say y E Y 
wanders if y has a neighborhood U in Y such that (V,n E lU,,)[ U n h”U = fl]. We 
denote by NW(Y) the set of all points of Y that do not wander. Also we define 
the iterated nonwandering sets, X( 5) for 5 E 
X(0) = x, X(S+l)=NW(X(&)) for5E 
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and 
X(A) = (7 X(t) for limit h E On, 
EC A 
or, more succinctly, by 
X(0)=X and X(q)= (7 NW(X(&)) for VEOn-(0). 
Et II 
We then define the depth of [X, h] to be 
S[X, h] = min{@ On: X(t) = X(6+ 1)). 
Let [X, h] be any dynamical system. Clearly for V s X, we have (Vn E NJ,,) 
[V n h”V = fl] if and only if (v~ E H,,)[ V n h”V = 81. Hence 
X-NW(X)=b){V: V is open in X and (VnEZ,,)[Vnh”V=(3]}. 
From this, we see that NW(X) is closed and also that h(NW(X)) = NW(X). In 
addition, for each x E X, no cluster point of {h”(x): n E H) is wandering. Hence 
NW(X) # c3. From this, we see that 
(Vc~0n)[X(a,) is closed and nonempty and h(X(Ly))=X(a)]. 
Since(t15~rlEOn)[X(S)~X(77)],thereisanCYEOnwith,Y(a+l)=X(3Y).There- 
fore S[X, h] exists. An obvious limitation on S is S < 1x1’ (in particular, 1615 IX]). 
We answer Williams’ question as follows: 
Theorem 1. S[j?Z, a] = wI. 
Theorem 2. If [X, h] is any dJJnamica1 system, then a[ A’. /I! d OJ, . 
Theorem 3. For every 8 E On, there is a dynamical system Gth depth exactl?) e [f and 
onl_v if @w,. 
Theorem 4. Let @ denote the Cantor set. For 6 E On, there is an autohomeomorphism 
hqf@ with6[@,h]=5~andonl_v~ZEw,. 
Note by the referees. Comparing this to a result in [4], Neumann proves that there 
is a 3-manifold M with the property that, whenever SE wI, there is an 
autohomeomorphism h with 6[ M, h] = S. It is presently unknown whether there is 
a 2-manifold with this property. 
2. All ordinals dw, are possible depths 
In this section, we prove one half of Theorem 3. 
To see that depth 0 is possible, consider the one-point space. To construct a 
dynamical system of depth 6, for 6 E (0, w,], our strategy is to begin with an 
appropriate function on a set and then put a topology on the set using Ostaszewski’s 
technique from [S]. We summarize the result in Lemma 2.1. 
s(n,5)=(n+l,~) .for (n,[)EJ--(a} and s(ocl)=(x! 
is an autohomeomorphism qf A; 
(2) A is a scattered space and, &for 6~ 6, the 5th scattered level of A, denoted bj? 
dqi), is A - ZX& ix, 
(2’) (Vg s s>[ A -Z x 6 is closed in ! clr:.I B x ([) is dense in A - Z x [ and is the b _ 
set of isolated points in A - Z x 51. 
Before proving this, let us show that the “if of Theorem 3 is a consequence of 
Lemma 2. I. 
Proposition 2.2. Let S E (0, o,]. For the corresponding dynamical system [A, s] from 
Lemma 2.1, S[A, s] = S. 
Proof. We claim that A(t) = A”’ for all 6 E [0, S]. This is obvious for S = 0, since 
A(0) = A = A”“. Moreover, for a limit ordinal h E (0, 0~1, if the claim holds for all 
6 E A then it holds for 6 = A. It remains to show that ‘r; holds for successor ordinals. 
So suppose the claim holds for 6 = q. We must show 
NW(A’v’) = A’q”‘. (9 
The set of isolated points of A”” is Z x {q}, hence ( 1) implies that all points of 
Z x {q} are wandering points of A’ q), so 
It also implies that no cluster point of H x {q} is a wandering point of A’?‘, because 
HX{q}={s”(O, 11): n&Z}, so 
Hence (*) holds for 6 = q + 1, as required. 
To complete the proof, notice that A”’ = (00). Thus S[ A, S] = 6. q 
hoof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose that A had the properties of the lemma and !ct I7 denote 
the product Z X 6. Then !7 is dcrse in A by ( I!), since I7 2 Z x lo]. Therefore 3 must be 
the one-point compactification of I7. As cvcry autohomcomorphism It of any locally 
compact space X extends to an autohomeomorphism of the one-point compactification 
.Yu .(03), of X, namely to Ii u i (~0. 09)). it is enough to construct LJ so that .sr I7 is an 
autohomeomorphism of l7. 
To simplify notation, if k E Z, then we write XC k for (n + k, 5) where .Y = (n, 6) E fl, 
wewriteU+kfor{u+k:uEU}whereUcnandwewrite’J11+kfor{U+k:U~ 
“u} where % E P(n). 
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For 5 E 6, let I& denote the set ,I! x 6, SO & = IT. We construct the topology on I7 
by induction on Q E (0, S]. Specifically, for each 6 E 6, we produce a collection %( 5) 
of subsets of I&+, such that 
(i) (VU E %(5))[(0,5) E u C_ {(0,5)) u &I; 
(ii) if r>O then (VUE %(~))[Un&#(b]; 
(iii) there is a Hausdorff topology on Q such that for each n E E and 5 E 7 the 
collection %( 5) c n is a neighborhood base at (n, 5) consisting of compact open sets; 
(iv) with this topology, I& is an open subset of I& whenever [E v. 
The case v = S of (iii) then yields the space with underlying set I& = I7 which 
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. 
We proceed with the construction. To satisfy (i), we must define %(O) = ((0, 0)). 
Then (iii) holds for q = 1. By a routine argument, if A is a limit ordinal in (0, S] 
and %( 6) is known for all 5 E A, then (iii) holds for r) = A. 
Now let y E (0,6], assume %( 5) is known for ail 6 E y and that (iii) holds for 
q=‘y. For nEw, pick a(n)=(s,,.7,&41,, so that 
(a) (vk # n E o)[(G, 71,) # (s,,, G)I; 
(b) if y is a limit ordinal, then sup{ T,,: n E m) = y and (bin E w j[ .s,, = 01; 
(c) if y is a successor, then (h E o)[s,, = 2,’ and r,, = y]. 
Observe that A = {a(n): n E o) also satisfies 
(d) (Vk#n~~)[(,-l+k)n(.-I+rt) is finite]. 
From (i) and (iii), we see that A + k is closed discrete in IT,, for k E Z and therefore 
A,,,=Lj(A+k: IkIm) 
is closed discrete for each uz E cr). As HP is countable and regular (hence metric), for each 
/Ii we can choose an indexed family ‘! ,,,= I I’( 01, a): a~A,,,j of open subsets of I77 with 
( VJa E A,,,) [a E I’( IIC. a) ] which is also discrete, i.e., each point of I7., has a neighborhood 
that intersects I ‘( III, u) for at most one a E A,,,. For each 11 EOJ, choose C,, E //I( T,, ) such 
that the neighborhood D,,- - C,, +s,, of a( 12 ) = (s,,, T,, ) satisfies 
(e) (lfk+n,n])[D,,+kc V(:~,a(n)+k)]. 
Now define {U,,: n E o} and qv thus: 
Then 
(f) (t/U~~,)[U+kn~~isclopenin~~and(U+k)nhx{y}={(k,y)}]istrue 
for k = 0, since 
(g) the indexed famiiy {D,,: n E W} of clopen subsets of I7Y is discrete (this family 
precisely refines “1/;,). 
As SyI7,, is an autohomeomorphism of IT,,, (f) holds for all k E Z. Hence we can 
topologize I&+, = I& u Z x { y} in such a way that (iii) (which holds for r) = y) also 
holds for v = y + 1. 
We complete the proof by verifying that %,, has the required properties. For all 
U, VE Ou, with VE U, U - V is clopen in &,, by (f ). The set U - V is covered by 
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finitely many D,,‘s which are compact; hence f/Y consists of compact open subsets of 
n ?+ ,. Therefore fly+, is locally compact. 
Observe that L!,, is an open subset of I7,,+, . To see that I7? is Hausdorff, recall 
that for distinct k and n, A+ k n A+ n is finite. There is some m 2 k such that 
(A+k)n{a(i)+ n: m s i E w} =8 and one can chzck that U,,, + k and U,,, + n are 
disjoint open subsets of I7?+, containing (k, y) and (n, y) respectively. So we can 
separate points of &+, - I7,,. To separate x E I&,+, from y E I&,, simply note that 
the neighborhoods of x are clopen subsets of & with intersection {x}. q 
Remarks by the referees. Compare this result with [4, Theorem 11: for every SE W, , 
there is a 3-manifold M and an autohomeomorphism h such that S[ M, II]=<. 
That Theorem 4 follows from Proposition 2.2 was stated in van Douwen’s manu- 
script, but left unproved. For every SE w,, Proposition 2.2 shows that there is a 
countable compact metric space having depth 5. But the Cantor set @ is universal 
for all such spaces [7]. Hence there is a countable closed subset A of @ and an 
autohomeomorphism h of A such that S[A, k] = 6. It is shown in [3] that h can be 
extended to an autohomeomorphism 1; of @ with the same property. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 4. 
3. All dynamical systems have depth at most q 
For the “only if’ of Theorem 3, we must show that, for any dynamical system 
[X, h], X(0, + 1) =X(0,), i.e., NW(X(o,)) = X(q). Since, for each XE X(0,) and 
each open set V in X(q) containing x, there is an open U in X with x E U and 
X(q) n h V, it is sufficient to show 
(V open U in X)[(Vnd)[X(q)n Unh”(X(w,)n U)=8] 
*X(w,) n U = @I. 
Since h is an autohomeomorphism of X, we have 
(Va E On)(Vn E t!J)[h”(X(a)) = X(a)] 
(VaEOn)(VndN)[h”(X-X(a))=X-X(a)]. 
Therefore 
(Va~On)(VWEX)(VnEN)[h”(X(a)n W)=X(a)nh”(W]. 
Hence (1) skplifies to give 
(V open U in X)[(Vn dW)[X(w,)n en h”U =G1] 
*X(o,)n U=(I)]. 
(1) 
(2) 
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So consider any open subset U of X with (Wn E N)[X(o,) n r? n h”u = 81. Observe 
that {X ( CY ): CY E CL),) is a nonincreasing o,-sequence of closed subsets of the compact 
space X with intersection X(0,). Furthermore, for each ci EN, X(0,) is disjoint 
from the closed set u n h ‘0. Hence there is an cy,# E wI such that X (a,,) n 0 n h”u = 
8. If we let cy --I sup{cy,: n EN}, then cy E o: and 
(VndiJ)[X(a)n ~nh”~=fl]. 
Because of (2), we may express this as 
(VnEN)[Xfo)n l%h’;(X(a)n u)=@I_ 
This shows tha- :;. ’ .y )nUnNW(X(a))==k.k Therefore X(a+1)nU=@. But a,+ 
1s wi implies X \a t 1) zX(w,) and hence X(w,)n U=(b. 
4. The depth of I@, 01 
By Theorem 3, 6[pZ, a] c wI. To prove S[Z, o] 2 ml, we begin by restating 
Lemma 2.1 for 6 = wI as follows: 
Lemma. Tltere is a compuctification bZ of % and an autohomeomorphism s of bh 
such that 
(a) (Vk E L)[s(k) = k + I] and such that 6[hZ, s] = wl; 
(b) for each SE a,, there is an isolated point y of bZ([) such that (s”(q): n E P) 
is dense in b&S) and equals bZ(&) - bZ([+ 1) and (Vn E H,,)[s”(q) Z q]< 
Proposition 4.1. s[pZ, u] 2 wI. 
Proof. Using the extension property of the tech-Stone compactification, there is a 
continuous function _f from PZ to bZ which extends id,. Clearly. _/kt Z =s$ Z. 
But Z is dense in @I, so fo o = s 0.1: We use this interaction between the dynamical 
systems [PB, o] and [bZ, s] to prove S[pZ, ~12 w1 from the fact that 6[bh, s] 2 wI a 
With this aim, for each 8~ ol we prove 
Since (V&z w,)[bZ(t) Z bE(w,)], this implies (V@z o,>[&Z(t) z &I!(o,>] and there- 
fore s[pZ, (r] 3 ml. 
Clearly. (o*) holck Also, for each limit ordinal E,E (0. OJ, 1. if (<*) holds for c?lI 
5~ A then (A*) holds. So we are finished once we show ((&+ 1)“) holds, assuming _ 
(6”) holds for arbitrary 5 E wI . 
For x E bZ(() - IW@B(&)), there is an open h/ containing _Y in bZ with (V~I E 
N,)[ U n s”U = 01. since f(pZ( 5)) = bZ( 0, the set W = @Z( 6) nf- ’ U is open in 
&Z(t). %t follows from the equalitv f 0 G = s 0 f that (V’n E NJ V n dV = 01. Hence 
xgf’(NW(&Z(e))). This proves tia\ r.(@!(& 1)) c bh( t+ 1); 
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Next, consider any x E bE([+ 1) and let 9 be as in (b). Pick p E PH(r) such that 
f( p) = 9. From (b), we see that x is a cluster point of { s”( 9): n E E). The equalities 
f(p)=9 andfoa= s of imply that (Vti E Z)[f(a”( p)) = s”( 9)]. Since f]PZ(t) is 
a continuous map from the compact space pZ(t) onto M(~), it follows that 
Ph(s) nf-‘1 1 x contains a cluster point of (o”(p): n E E}. But no cluster point of 
this H-sequence can be a wandering point of BZ (<). Hence A- E.‘( NW(/CZ( <) ) ). This 
proves that bZ(t+ 1) ~f(&Z(s+ 1)). Cl 
Remark 4.2. If [ X, s] and [ Y, f] are dynamical systems andf is a continuous function 
from X onto Y, then the argument above shows that 
(USE on)[f(x(S)j E ‘(S)]* 
In general, however, it is not true that (V&Z On)[f(X(e)) = Y(t)], as we now 
demonstrate. 
Example 4.3. There exist dynamical systems [X, s] and [ Y, r] and a continuous 
surjection f: X + Y such that (3&On)[f(X(~))s Y(c)]* 
Proof. Let r be the set Z x (w ~b 1) x 2. Topologize r as follows: each point cf 
P x w x 2 is isolated and a basic neighborhood of a point (k, W, i) has the form 
((k, &, i))u{(k,j, i):ja n}u{(k+j,j, 1 -i)}. 
Then f is locally compact and, if X denotes the one-point compactification r u (00) 
of r, then the function s : X + X defined by 
sfk,a,i)--(k+l,a,ij for (k,cu,i)Er and S(KJ)=OO 
is an autohomeomc.rphism of X. The only nonwandering point 01‘ [X, s] is a. 
Next, topologize A = Z x (o + 1) as follows: each point of Z x (~1 is isolated and 
a basic neighborhood 3 a point (k, w) has the form 
{(k,w)}u{(&j): i;=k or i=k+j andjzn). 
Then A is locally compact and, if Y denotes the one-ponnt r.‘_!mpactification A u (00) 
of A, then the function t : Y + Y defined by 
t(k+)=(k+l,o) for (k,c+A and @)=a~ 
is an autohomeomorphism of Yl. Clearlv the dynamical system [ Y, t] satisfies -j : 
Y(I)=ZX.(W~U~OO~ and Y(2)++ 
Finally, define f’: X -+ Y by 
f(k,a,i)--(k,aj for(ic,cu,i) and f(m)=a. 
Then f is a contmuous surjection and fo t = s of: But f(X( 1)) s Y(1). Cl 
We can obtain a generalization of the fact that [%Z, a] has depth wl. 
Proposition 4.4. Let [X, h] be a dynamical system that is basically disconnected, i.e., 
the closure qf every open F,-sdurt gf A .% open. !f X has at /east one wandering point. 
th (r[ x, h ] = Cd)l. 
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proof. ,r is a basically disconnected space, SO every open &subset CT of .Y is C*- 
elmbedded in A’ (cf. [ 61 ). It follows from results in [ 71 that for such a set C’, f=p[‘. 
Let x be a wandering point of X. Then we can find a clopen set V containing x 
such that (Vn ENJ[ Vn h”V =U]. Let Y = U,,, H h”V, so Y is an open F,, and p is 
open. Clearly, ct Y = Y and it follows that k v = E Therefore S[X, h] 2 S[ F, h 1 v]. 
Observe that (tlk#n~Z)[h“Vnh”V=B], SO IJ,,J~“v)x{~) is a well-defined 
function Y + bZ, which is certainly continuous. By the remarks above, i;; = p 1’. 
Therefore there is a continuous surjectionJi %&? such that (V rr~Z) [h’Vzf -‘{/2) 1. 
AS in Proposition 4.1, we have./: h=so.f. Hence the proof that S[/?Z, a] =(!)I also shows 
that S[X, h] =t+ Cl 
5. Weak P-points in r&Z, a] 
Remark by the referees. In the manuscript on which this paper is based, van Douwen 
makes the remarks below, verbatim. In particular, he includes the statements of 
Theorems 5 and 6 without proof. The referees R. Daniel Mauldin and Ian J. Tree 
were unable to reconstruct the proofs. 
For a dynamical system [X, h], one defines ine Birkhoff center of [X, 121 to be 
B[X, h] =n {X(S): 5E On), 
or, equivalently 
B[X, jr] = U {A E X: A has no wandering points}. 
Note that B[X, h] is the biggest closed subspace A of X such that h(A) = A and 
the dynamical system [A, h r A] has no wandering points. We are interested in 
B[pZ, ~1. The starting point of our investigation is Scott Williams’ question of 
whether B[$Z, o] contains a weak P-point of Z!*: the tech-stone remainder &Z -Z. 
We attack this question by describing B[@!, a] inside of Z by looking at 
Theorem 5. For A c Z, we have An B[@Z, (T] f fl [f and on!,9 if there are injections 
p, s : o + Z such that 
p,,+ c s,: nEw and Frn . 
it F 
( ??) 
(Of course, C,, I) s, = 0 and n = (i E w: i < n}.) Using this result, we answer Williams’ 
question easily as follows: 
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Theorem 6. The set {p E B[pZ, a]: p IS a weak P-point of Z*} is dense in B[&Z, ~1. 
Editorial question. A point x in a dyamical system [X, .II] is called a recurrent point 
if for every open U containing x there is some n E E. such that h”(x) E U. Immedi- 
ately from the definitions, every recurrent point is a nonwandering point and belongs 
to the center, B[X, h]. 
Proposition (R.D, Mauidin and I.J. Tree). Let X be a noncmpty closed subset of a 
dynamical system [X, h] such that h(A) = A. Then A contains a recurrent point. 
Proof. For a contradiction, assume that A contains no recurrent points. We show 
that we can construct a family of closed sets C,, for (Y E On such that 
(V(W E On)[hC,, = C,,] and (V/3 E a)[ C,, s CO]. (0 
To begin, let Co = A. Certainly (0”) holds. 
Suppose a is a successor ordinal, cy = p + 1 and (p*) +oEds. Pick any x E C,+ 
Define a, = {h”(x): n E H}. As Ci3 is closed and h(C,) = CG, ZE Cp. Let z be any 
limit point of 0,. We show that C,, = n, satisfies (a*). 
Notice that h(R,) = 0:. It follows that k(c) =c because h is a ciosed continuous 
function. Arguing as above, n,c CO. We claim that x @ C,, = n,. Since A has no 
recurrent points, there is an open set U containing x such that (Vn E &,)[/I”( x) e U]. 
Recall that z is a limit point of 0,. If there were some m such that lP( z) E U, then 
z E h-“‘U; hence there would be k # -m such that h’(x) E h “‘U, i.e., h”“‘(x) E 
U-contradicting (Vn E H,,)[ h”( x) e U]. Therefore U is an open set containing x 
and U n 0: = fl, i.e., .~a=. Thus we have shown C,, =n,s C,+ Hence (cw”) holds. 
Suppose cy is a limit ordinal and (p*) holds for ail /3 E U. Let Ctt = n,, (1 CO. X 
is compact and the Cfi are nonempty nested closed sets. So C,, is nonempty and 
closed. Moreover, C’,, s CP for ail /3 E QZ One can easily verify that h( C,,) = C,,. It 
follows that (a*) holds and the inductive construction of the Cct is complete. 
We have shown that if A has no recurrent points, then {C,,: a E On} is a strictly 
decreasing collection of closed subsets of X. But this is absurd. Therefore A must 
contain a recurrent point. Cl 
In 123 it is shown that for a dynamicc?i system [X, h], where X is a compact 
metric space, the set of recurrent points is dense in the center. Is this true for a 
general dynamical system, or even [PH, a]? 
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emark by the editor 
I am indebted to the referees R.D. Mauldin and I. Tree for their excellerlt job 
on this paper. 
